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Abstract-We present a new algorithm for wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) star optical networks. The resulting
protocol is pre-transmission coordination-based without
packet collisions. The proposed algorithm tries to schedule
the transmission requests of the network, with the assistant
of a prediction mechanism. With the prediction of the packet
requests the algorithm manages to decrease the calculation
time of building the schedule matrix, which consists of the
final schedule of the packets of each node of the network.
This reduction is achieved by pipelining the computation
process, at the same time with the adoption of a new order in
which nodes` requests are serviced. This modification of the
service order leads to an increment in terms of network
throughput and channel utilization. We compare the
performance of two algorithms in terms of channel
utilization, network throughput and mean time delay, under
different sets of channel values and we present the
simulation results.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The today existence of the electronic switching speeds
cannot satisfy the constantly increasing demands for high
speed within local area networks (LAN), metropolitan
area networks (MAN), and wide are networks (WAN).
Photonic networks are expanding rapidly, due to the
enormous bandwidth of optical fiber technology [1].
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology
transports tens to hundreds of wavelengths per fiber, with
each wavelength modulated at 10 Gb/s or more. Such
systems may result in gigabit-per-second data rates in
independent channels, which transmit simultaneously data
flows to a single or multiple users [2]. In this paper, we
focus on WDM LANs, based on broadcast and select (BS)
architecture. More specifically, in this context the network
consists of a number of nodes, a set of channels, and a
passive (or physical) star coupler [3]. At a given time
every node can select an available channel in order to
transmit its data to the appropriate destination. The
transmission comes through by the passive star, which
broadcasts all input data to all outputs and allows
transparent and immediate transfer of data from the
transmitters to the receivers.
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Figure 1. The network model

We consider data transmission in a single-hop WDM
optical network whose nodes are connected to a passive
star coupler via a two way fiber (Fig. 1). The network
comprises N nodes and W channels. Each node disposes
an array of tunable transmitters, which provides the
transmission of data to the appropriate channels. With this
approach the channels are pre-allocated to the nodes.
Moreover, the node has a fixed receiver, which allows
receiving data in the particular channel, which is
dedicated to each node, known also as home channel. A
home channel may be shared if the number of nodes
exceeds the number of channels within network [2]. Thus,
the network is multicasting and unicasting. The
connection of the channels is accomplished through the
passive star coupler.
A medium access control (MAC) protocol manages to
allocate the available channels to the nodes, which are
ready to transmit to a specific destination. In order to
export conclusions for the functionality of a MAC
protocol, we should investigate the two types of collisions
that are possible to occur in WDM BS networks [4].
Firstly, a channel collision occurs when two or more
nodes try to transmit within the same wavelength
simultaneously. Secondly, a receiver collision occurs
when two or more nodes try to transmit the data
simultaneously to the same node in different wavelengths.
Undoubtedly, such a case is possible only in architectures
with tunable receivers.
MAC protocols are generally categorized as either pretransmission co-ordination based or pre-allocation [4]. In
the case where in the network there is at least one channel
dedicated to the coordination of channels and their
transmission time, then the protocol is based on pretransmission coordination. In a different case, i.e., if the
network does not make use of a separate channel for the
node transmission control, the protocol is pre-allocation
based. Undoubtedly, at many instances it is observed that
protocols do not dispose a separate control channel but

exert control through control packets. We suppose that the
time is divided in time frames. Each frame is composed of
a reservation phase and a transmission phase. Also, each
frame consists of a number of timeslots, during which the
reservation and the packet transmission take place. In pretransmission co-ordination based protocols the algorithm
accepts the time demands of each node of the network and
stores them in a transmission frame, called traffic demand
matrix, D=[di,j]. The traffic demand matrix show off the
load of the network.

II.

BACKGROUND

A very important scheduling algorithm of pretransmission coordination based networks is online
interval-based scheduling (OIS) [5]. OIS is an online
algorithm and that means that begins schedule
computation just after reading the requests of the first
node. So the algorithm needs only a part of the demand
matrix to function. That has the advantage to save
schedule computation time, because starts to build the
schedule matrix, before the total acceptance of the nodes’
demands.
It is important to refer that OIS starts to operate once a
set of requests by node n is known. Let us suppose that the
node n demands t1 timeslots to accomplish the
transmission, via channel w1. OIS searches for availability
between timeslot t and timeslot t + (t1-1). If during this
time gap node n is not engaged to any other channel w1
(w≠w1) then the coordination is accomplished and the
time gap t to t + (t1-1) is registered to node n, with channel
w. In the next step OIS refresh the lists and examines the
remaining demands of the rest N-1 nodes of the network.
In this way, every timeslots within the final schedule
matrix of OIS contains a registration of transmission by a
specific node via a specific channel. Of course if there are
no registered nodes for some specifics spaces in the
schedule matrix the equivalent channel stays idle and the
time gap unused.
A notable continuation of OIS is predictive online
scheduling algorithm (POSA) [6]. Its aim is to extend and
improve OIS, by decreasing the computation time of the
scheduling matrix. This is accomplished with the aim of
hidden Markov chains, which allows to algorithm to
predict the demands of the nodes for the next frame. In the
same time POSA transmits the data of the current time.
This parallel action leads to a significant time saving,
since the algorithm does not lose time, by waiting the
delivery of the node’s demands. In addition, constructs the
scheduling matrix immediately, based on the prediction,
made during the previous frame. It is clear that such a
prediction is based on the real requests of the nodes.
POSA collects these requests from the passed frames and
stores them into history queues. POSA uses two different
algorithms. In the beginning of each frame POSA runs the
learning algorithm and collects and informs its history
queues about the new demands. After the learning
algorithm POSA apply the second algorithm, known as
prediction algorithm. This part of POSA is responsible for
the prediction of the following frame. Thus during the
prediction algorithm POSA tries to predict the demands of
the frame which follows.

III.

FM-POSA

The proposed new protocol is called first maxpredictive online scheduling algorithm (FM-POSA). The
first part of the name (FM) is an acronym related to the
operation of the scheduling algorithm while the second
part (POSA) states that the proposed algorithm is based on
POSA which it evolves and improves [6]. The algorithm
operates in three independent phases, the learning phase,
the shifting phase and the prediction phase. In the first
phase, the algorithm monitors the network traffic and tries
to learn about the variations in traffic. The algorithm also
updates the history queues about the changes in traffic so
that it can make accurate predictions later. In the second
phase the algorithm stops monitoring and updating and
enters the prediction phase. Finally, in the last and most
important phase the algorithm predicts the nodes’ requests
for the next frame based on its learning phase. In addition
the algorithm performs the forwarding of packets to their
destinations.
The new element that is introduced by FM-POSA is the
order in which the nodes’ requests are processed. It is easy
to see that POSA process the nodes’ requests one after the
after (serially) starting from the first node and finishing
with the last one. This means that POSA does not examine
the size or the behavior of the nodes in detail but always
processes the requests in the same order. FM-POSA on
the other hand records and compares the nodes requests
based on a key point i.e. the largest packet size. Thus,
FM-POSA searches for the largest packet and sorts nodes
according to this. The first node that is served is the one
with the largest packet following by the one with the
second largest packet and ending with the one with the
smallest packet. It is worth to mention that if two nodes
have packets of equal size the node that will be served
first is randomly selected.
It would be useful to see an example of the processing
of a demand matrix in order to understand the operation of
both algorithms. Consider the following demand matrix:

2..2..1


D = 2..3..3 . We must remind you that the rows in this


6..4..1
table are the network nodes and the columns are the
network channels. It is obvious that in this table that we
study we have nine independent predictors where every
one of them predicts for a node-channel pair. With the
above data, predictor p0,0 has predicted that node N0 will
require two timeslots for the scheduling of packets to their
destinations using channel W0. The same logic stands for
all other predictors until the last one p2,2 which predicts
one timeslot for channel W2 and N2.
Given this demand matrix the OIS and POSA algorithms
would construct a scheduling matrix, which the service of
requests starts from the first node N0 and continues with
node N1 and finishes with node N2. On the other hand,
FM-POSA operates gradually in two actions:
Action 1: Search and locate the largest packet from the
requests of the nodes and save it in a vector called MAX.
By executing this action FM-POSA forms the following
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Action 2: Reorder the elements in MAX in descending
order.
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MAX, it is easy to see that the longest request for node N0
is equal to two timeslots, for node N1 three timeslots and
for node N3 six timeslots.
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vector MAX. MAX = 3 . By observing the vector
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Figure 3. The final schedule matrix, constructed by FM-POSA

The reordering of vector MAX means that the processing
of requests in order to produce the scheduling matrix is
dictated by the final vector S_MAX. In other words the
first node that is processed is the one with the longest
request in timeslots, i.e. node N2 with 6 timeslots, the
second node that is processed is node N1 and the last one
is node N0.
In this context let us examine the final form of the
schedule matrix, constructed by POSA-OIS and FMPOSA. Given the demand matrix D of the above example
the final schedule matrix, constructed by POSA will be as
this in Figure 1.
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
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If we examine the schedule matrix of Figure 3, we will
notice that FM-POSA starts to construct the matrix, by
processing the requests of N2. Then the algorithm
continues with N1’s requests and completed the
construction with N0’s requests. This service order
shifting leads to an evident gain, in terms of timeslots,
which can be translated in real time. FM-POSA spends a
total of 11 timeslots, and concurrently wastes only 9 idle
subtimeslots. Hence, FM-POSA losses only 27% percent
of matrix’s cells:

Figure 2. The final schedule matrix, constructed by POSA

It is easy to observe that POSA spends a total 14 timeslots
to finalize the schedule matrix. Also, POSA wastes a total
18 idle sub-timeslots. So POSA losses a 43% percent of
matrix’s cells:

18...idle...subtimeslots
= 0.43
14...overall ...timeslots * 3...channels
In contrary FM-POSA will construct the following
schedule matrix (Fig. 2):

This section presents the simulation results of the two
algorithms POSA and FM-POSA. The two algorithms
have been studied in the terms of utilization, network
throughput and mean time delay, under uniform traffic.
We consider two network models. The first consists of 4
channels and a row of nodes (10, 20, 30, 40, and 50). The
second consists of 8 channels and a row of nodes (10, 20,
30, 40, and 50). It is important to refer that N symbols the
number of nodes, W symbols the number of channels, K
is the maximum value for incoming packets. Also, it is
important to pinpoint that the speed of the line has been
defined at 2.4 Gbps. The tuning latency is considered to
be equal to zero for simplicity reasons. The duration of the
simulation is 10000 frames, from which 1000 belongs to
learning phase and the rest to the prediction phase. Finally,
K is not constant but equal to FLOOR(NW/5).
The results from the comparison between the two
algorithms in terms of channel utilization proves that FMPOSA remains constantly better that POSA, either for 4 or
for 8 channels (Figures 4, 5). The results from the
comparison between the two algorithms in terms of
throughput proves that FM-POSA remains again
constantly better that POSA, either for 4 or for 8 channels
(Figures 6, 7). Lastly, the results from the comparison
between the two algorithms in terms of throughput vs.
delay shows that as the time delay is increased FM-POSA
precedes POSA. Concurrently, FM-POSA presents a
lower mean time delay than POSA, for each value of the
workload (Figures 8, 9).
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Figure 9. Throughput vs. Delay with 8 channels
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In this paper we introduced a new scheduling algorithm
for collision free WDM star networks. The new scheme
offers a better utilization of the available channels of the
network and brings an improvement in channels
utilization and network throughput by changing the order
of the processing of each node based on the largest
request.
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